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We report a record-size, two-dimensional polariton condensate of a fraction of a millimeter radius free
from the presence of an exciton reservoir. This macroscopically occupied state is formed by the ballistically
expanding polariton flow that relaxes and condenses over a large area outside of the excitation spot. The
density of this trap-free condensate is < 1 polariton=μm2, reducing the phase noise induced by the
interaction energy. Moreover, the backflow effect, recently predicted for the nonparabolic polariton
dispersion, is observed here for the first time in the fast-expanding wave packet.
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Under suitable conditions, light-matter interaction can be
strong enough to drive the coherent exchange of energy
between photons and electrons [1]. This is the paradigm of
microcavity exciton polaritons: quasiparticles created by the
strong coupling between the photonicmode of amicrocavity
and the excitonic transition of semiconductor quantum
wells [2]. Polaritons manifest their composite nature with
a combination of photonic and excitonic properties [3].
Thanks to their photonic component, polaritons can ballis-
tically propagate in the plane of the microcavity with
velocities up to a few percent of the speed of light [4]. On
the other hand, the exciton component results in strong
optical nonlinearities and induces an energy renormalization
of the polariton dispersion at high densities [5]. This energy
shift can be much larger than the linewidth and is at the
foundation ofmost polaritonic effects and applications [6–8].
As bosonic quasiparticles, polaritons experience final-state
stimulated scattering, which results, above a density thresh-
old, in a laserlike emission without population inversion, a
collective phenomenon that is explained in the framework of
Bose-Einstein condensation [9–11]. A unique feature of
polariton condensates is their driven or dissipative nature, in
which the steady state is reached through a dynamical
balance of pumping and dissipation.
Polariton condensates have been experimentally observed
in different materials, both inorganic [12–15] and organic
semiconductors [16,17], and thanks to their light mass,
condensation can be achieved also at room temperature
[18]. However, differently from their atomic counterpart,
these condensates suffer from dephasing and density fluc-
tuations induced by the interactions with the exciton
reservoir, effectively resulting in multimode condensates
[19–21]. The exciton reservoir, which is constantly feeding
polaritons, also acts as a trapping mechanism, confining the
condensation process within the region of the excitation spot
[22–25]. Moreover, polariton condensation is often localized
in potential minima caused by imperfections of the sample
structure, yielding a fragmentation of the phase coherence
[26–30]. All of these aspects of polariton condensates are not
welcomed, as they blur the fundamental character of the
phenomenon by disrupting it with technical impediments.
These become obstacles for fundamental studies and pro-
spective applications with polaritons, such as investigating
out-of-equilibrium phase transitions or to implement simu-
lators and related devices [31]. On the other hand, the
confinement of polaritons in one-dimensional structures
provides striking evidence of the mechanism of expulsion
and acceleration of polariton condensates far from the exciton
reservoir [32–35]. In two-dimensional (2D) structures, inter-
ferences from scattering potentials, effects of laser-induced
confinement, and the wedge in the microcavity thickness add
additional difficulties in achieving extended and uniform
condensates, even in samples with long polariton lifetimes
[36–39].
In this Letter, we use a high quality 2D microcavity
without spatial inhomogeneities, and observe the formation
of a condensate that extends much beyond the laser
spot region. Photoluminescence measurements demonstrate
the expansion of polaritons from the excitation spot and the
subsequent relaxation into the lowest energy level at the
bottom of the polariton dispersion. The extended condensate
is formed thanks to two main ingredients: the high
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homogeneity of the sample, which avoids localization
effects, and the long radiative lifetime (∼100 ps), that
allows the propagating polariton to relax into the ground
state. Moreover, to allow a uniform 2D expansion, the
cavity wedge is almost absent in this sample, preventing
a detuning-induced acceleration along preferential direc-
tions. Remarkably, condensation occurs at low densities
(∼0.1 polariton=μm2), without the presence of the exciton
reservoir, and covers an area of more than 0.03 mm2. A
theoretical model that combines the hydrodynamics of the
expanding polaritons with their energy relaxation repro-
duces the experimental energy-resolved spatial profiles.
This confirms that, above a threshold power, phonon-
mediated scattering into the lowest energy mode is effective
in forming an extended 2D polariton condensate. Such a
configuration allows us to observe a novel feature of the
polariton flow, namely, a backflow effect, that is a
counterintuitive consequence of the polariton negative mass
that makes polaritons propagate in the direction opposite to
their momentum, thereby dragging them inward, i.e.,
toward the exciting laser spot.
The sample used in this study is a high quality-factor 3=2
λ GaAs=ðAl;GaÞAs planar cavity containing 12 GaAs
quantum wells placed at three antinode positions of the
electric field. The front (back) mirror consists of 34 (40)
pairs of AlAs=Al0.2Ga0.8As layers. The Rabi energy split-
ting is 16 meV and the cavity-exciton detuning is of
−2 meV. Experiments are performed under nonresonant
excitation with a low-noise, narrow-linewidth Ti:sapphire
laser with stabilized output frequency [40]. The sample
emission is collected and imaged on the entrance slit of a
streak camera coupled to a spectrometer in order to measure
the time-, energy-, and space-resolved polariton dynamics.
Under nonresonant excitation, a high density of excitons
accumulates within the region of the pumping spot,
inducing a blueshift of the polariton energy proportional
to their repulsive interaction strength. Outside the optically
pumped area, the density of uncoupled excitons decreases
quickly in space, due to the small exciton diffusion length
(2–5 μm), and the polariton energy recovers the linear
regime. The potential landscape, evidenced in Fig. 1(a) by a
dashed white line, reproduces the Gaussian profile of the
exciting beam. In Fig. 1(a), the emitted intensity is energy
and spatially resolved (vertical and horizontal axis, respec-
tively) along one direction passing through the center of the
excitation spot. The high-energy polaritons sitting at the top
(4 meV above the bottom energy) and formed at the center
of the laser spot, expands radially outward with a large in-
plane wave vector (k ∼ 2 μm−1), as can be seen in the cross
section of the lower polariton dispersion (LPB, energy
distribution in momentum space) shown in Fig. 1(b). The
macroscopic occupation of the lowest energy mode
(k ¼ 0), visible at the bottom of the LPB in Fig. 1(b),
corresponds to the condensation outside of the spot region
in Fig. 1(a). At the same time, also lower energy states
along the whole dispersion (k ≤ 2 μm −1) are occupied and
expand. The high spatial homogeneity of the sample allows
the polariton gas to expand uniformly, as shown in the two-
dimensional, energy-filtered space map shown in Fig. 1(c).
In order to study the polariton dynamics, the steady state,
populated through the continuous wave (cw) pump laser, is
perturbed by focusing an additional 100 fs pulsed beam on
top of the cw laser (both lasers are tuned to nonresonantly
excite the system at the first minimum of the mirrors’ stop
band). The evolution of the additional polaritons injected
by the pulse is recorded with a time resolution of 5 ps. By
extracting the space-time images at different energies, the
expansion velocity can be estimated from the slope of the
emission intensity [41]. These velocities are compared in
Fig. 2 to the group velocities vg ¼ ð1=ℏÞf½∂ELPBðkÞ=∂kg
calculated from the LPB dispersion and the difference is
indicated by the red-filling region, showing that the effect
of relaxation from higher energy states becomes consid-
erable at lower energies. To discard the possibility that the
long propagation lengths can be explained by a faster
expansion, for example due to a significant wedge in the
cavity [42,43], we compare Fig. 2 with a direct estimation
of the polariton wave vectors. This is obtained by the
optical tomography of a region of the sample where a single
natural defect, injected in the distributed Bragg reflector
heterostructure during the growing process, breaks the
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FIG. 1. (a) Energy versus real-space polariton emission along
one direction, starting from the center of the pumping spot,
displaying the expanding polaritons and the bottom condensate.
The white-dashed line indicates the Gaussian potential induced
by the excitonic repulsive interactions under the laser spot.
(b) Energy-resolved reciprocal-space emission measured above
the condensation threshold. The energy scale in the vertical axes
is the same as in (a). (c) Two-dimensional spatial emission map at
E ¼ 0.25 meV. Two random misfit dislocations, separated by
about 80 μm, appear as horizontal dark lines in the figure.
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spatial homogeneity of the surface. The pumping spot,
the expanding fluid, and the defect are clearly visible in
Fig. 3(a), which shows the ðx; yÞ image of the emission at
E ¼ 0.5 meV. The region around the defect is magnified
and filtered at different energies, showing increasing
flow speeds from Fig. 3(b) to Fig. 3(d). The wave vectors
extracted from the interference pattern [Fig. 3(f)] as k ¼
ðπ=ΔxÞ match perfectly with the polariton dispersion, as
shown in Fig. 3(e), also at the lowest energies. This shows
unambiguously that the rate at which the polariton pop-
ulation distributes in space is the sum of two rates: the
ballistic propagation and the filling rate due to relaxation
processes. The second one becomes important for states
close to the bottom of the LPB, and helps in reaching
distances longer than expected from the bare propagation of
low-speed polaritons. The dynamic of the fluid passing a
defect is recorded here for a wide range of energies thanks
to the continuum of states formed along the dispersion,
suggesting that, at higher densities, a new class of experi-
ments on polariton superfluidity could be performed on
expanding clouds free from reservoir artifacts and involv-
ing macroscopic distances.
Remarkably, the polariton density outside of the pumped
region, at the bottom of the LPB, manifests a nonlinear
increase as a function of the pumping power for extremely
low density values, as shown in Fig. 4(a) [44]. At the same
time, the formation of the bottom condensate is marked by
a narrowing of the linewidth, as shown in Fig. 4(b). The low
density of the extended condensate diminishes the effects
of polariton-polariton interaction, reducing the intrinsic
dephasing of the condensate [21] and making this con-
figuration appealing both for applications and for future
investigations of phase transition dynamics in polariton
systems [45]. In Fig. 4(c), the ratio between the density in
the lowest energy state and the whole expanding cloud is
compared at different excitation powers, showing a non-
linear increase at the condensation threshold.
To reproduce the experimental observation, a theory that
joins hydrodynamics and relaxation of an expanding and
relaxing condensate is developed by combining the
mean-field description of the dynamics given by the
Gross-Pitaevskii equation [23,46] with the rate equations
that account for stimulated scattering due to the interaction
with a phonon bath [33,47]. A differential equation that
describes the steady-state polariton distribution in both
energy and space can be derived with both components of
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FIG. 2. The propagation speeds extracted by time-resolved
measurements (blue dots) are compared to the polariton velocities
as calculated from the LPB (green line). Faster expansions than
expected are observed for energies below E ¼ 1.7 meV due to
the prevailing effect of relaxation from higher energy state.
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FIG. 3. (a) Two-dimensional spatial emission at a given energy
with propagation against a natural defect (E ¼ 0.5 meV).
(b)–(d) Particular cases of intensity oscillations against the defect
with the characteristic angle of the defect shadow for different
propagation velocities [E ¼ 0.1, 0.5, 1.1 meV in panels (b), (c),
and (d), respectively]. (e) Energies versus wave vector extracted
from the LPB (black line) and from the periodical spatial
oscillations (blue dots). Polariton density as a function of energy
is shown by the red line. (f) Intensity cross section of the emission
along the white line in panel (d).
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FIG. 4. (a) Polariton density at a distance of 40 μm from the
excitation spot as a function of energy for the same pump powers
as in (b),(c). The threshold power is Pth ¼ 25 mW. (b) Recipro-
cal-space linewidth as a function of power [same horizontal scale
as in (c)]. (c) Population ratio between the lowest energy state and
the whole continuum of states at 40 μm from the spot region,
showing the nonlinear increase above the condensation threshold.
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the dynamics treated at the mean-field level [48,49].
The results of the calculation reproduce the observed
results using the experimental parameters and confirm that
an extended polariton condensate is formed when the
phonon-mediated stimulated scattering is included [49].
The fast-expanding polariton fluid is therefore acting as
a pure polaritonic reservoir for the large-area condensate
at k ¼ 0. Its kinetic energy is provided by the polariton
blueshift under the laser spot and can be finely controlled
by tuning the excitation intensity. For higher powers, the
group velocity of the expanding wave packet increases
until the blueshift reaches the energy corresponding to the
inflection point of the polariton dispersion. This change of
curvature, shown in Fig. 5 at jkj ¼ 2.3 μm−1, formally
corresponds to a change of sign in the diffusive mass, that
becomes negative above this point. As recently predicted
[50], the presence of positive and negative masses can
produce a counterpropagating flux within the expanding
wave packet. In our experimental configuration, this means
that a backflow, directed toward the position of the exciting
laser, would appear in the 2D density maps for velocities
across the inflection point. This linear effect, caused by the
peculiar curvature of the polariton dispersion, is the result
of the self-interference between different components of
the expanding wave packet. Thanks to the high degree of
coherence sustained over large distances by the expanding
wave packet, we are able to clearly observe it in our sample.
The direct manifestation of the backflow is indeed evident
if we select the emission coming from a portion of space,
and observe its density distribution in momentum space.
With respect to Fig. 3(a), we now select only the emission
coming from the half-space on the right of the pump spot.
The measured polariton dispersion corresponding to this
region is shown in Figs. 5(a)–5(c) for three different
excitation densities. If jkj < k0, where k is the expanding
wave vector and k0 corresponds to the inflection point,
only the portion of the dispersion associated with a current
directed rightward is populated (k < 0). However, for
higher blueshifts, also the opposite k vectors, associated
with a leftward propagation, become clearly visible
(k ∼ k0). The effect can be directly observed also in real
space thanks to the density modulations that appear before
the defect. The shadow cone that in Fig. 5(d) shows up only
in the wake of the defect, is visible in Fig. 5(e) also in front
of the defect, revealing the presence of a polariton flux in
the opposite direction.
In conclusion, the spontaneous formation of an extended
2D polariton condensate at the bottom of the LPB has been
experimentally demonstrated. After nonresonant excitation,
the blueshifted region under the pumping spot injects an
expanding flow of polaritons at the energy of the blueshift,
but also, through relaxation and expansion, a continuum
of states along the dispersion. Two distinctive features of
the presented experiments should be noted. The first is the
backflow effect, observed within the expanding wave packet
thanks to the high surface homogeneity of the sample.
The second is the relaxation until the bottom of the LPB,
allowed by the long polariton lifetime. Above a threshold
density, the condensate at the lowest energy forms at k ¼ 0,
covering a spatial region larger than 0.03 mm2 outside the
pumping spot. These results are well reproduced by a
theoretical model that captures the physics of expansion
and relaxation of higher-energy polaritons. Our findings
provide the closest realization so far of an infinite 2D
polariton condensate, isolated from the exciton reservoir
andwith dilute, tunable densities. Such systems should allow
us to truly take advantage of microcavity polaritons for
fundamental research on the dynamics of quantum fluids and
dissipative phase transitions.
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